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Be prepared – with Zambelli’s rainwater drainage system you 

are safe. We offer Europe’s broadest and most diverse range 

of rainwater drainage items. With circa 3,000 precision manu-

factured parts, excellent customer service and many useful 

tried and tested solutions, we fulfil even the most demanding 

expectations and requests of both the professional and the 

selfbuilder. Rainwater drainage systems made by Zambelli 

mean: Premium quality, great style, durability and functio-

nality. Zambelli can supply what you need, from single items 

and fittings to complete professional rainwater drainage 

solutions. Zambelli stands for simple installation and great 

looks at an affordable price.

RAINWATER DRAINAGE 
WHATEVER THE WEATHER



FASCIA OUTLET
Fits easily & looks good at the same time.

MATERIALS & 
NOMINAL SIZES

YOUR BENEFITS

The Fascia Outlet designed by Zambelli is connected to the 

downpipe of the roof drainage system in just a few steps. 

Thanks to its lip seal ring, the Fascia Outlet fits precisely and 

keeps closed - without elaborate hole cutting.

The Fascia Outlet creates a gapless connection between the 

façade, flat roof and downpipe. The integrated perforated grid 

also prevents leaves and dirt from getting in - thus additionally 

counteracts clogging by snow and ice in winter. 

A solution - visually appealing and compatible with the most 

common drain pipes made by Zambelli!

Good to know:
The matching seal for Ø75mm or Ø110mm pipes is included 

in the delivery.

Optional: 
Rubber seal for pipe inlet

 Modern alternative to the classic hopper

 Attractive, slimline appearance

 Easy to install, requiring no separate fixing or prior 

machining

 High-quality craftsmanship

The Fascia Outlet is available in the specified sizes and 

materials.

* on demand

Nominal Sizes Titanium zinc ZM-robust

80/75  *

100/75  *

100/110  *

120/110  *

Nominal Size Article Number

110 101905

75 101920


